
PRODUCTION OF HOME FURNISHINGS FOR EXPORT

Understanding the process. Our manufacturing facility is located in the textile belt of South India where fabric is woven
and dyed.

Among the sector's many contracts include supplying furniture for the Palais Elysee, and office desks for
Apple stores in Paris. Mexico has also imported large amounts furniture from the US over the years to meet
domestic demand, and continues to do so. Thailand, China and Vietnam were the top markets for the category
during the period. Italy: export value of furniture industry Export value of the Italian furniture industry
between and in million euros by Statista Research Department , last edited Aug 9, In , exports of furniture
from Italy reached a value of 9. Even before then, however, Vietnam had a long history of exporting furniture
to the European Union member countries. The furniture exports were primarily those made from wooden and
metal materials. This page was last updated on April 25,  Chinese furniture has been in demand due to its top
class products. The Scandinavian furniture retailer IKEA has many stores in the country as well, just as it does
in many places abroad. Moreover, a forecast provided by the source suggesteds that the exports of furniture
from Italy will reach a value of over 10 billion euros in  This has increased Italian furniture export
manufacturing by  A paid subscription is required for full access. Many of the top furniture exporters are also
major importers, highlighting their high total furniture production levels. Wood, bamboo and rattan are the
other materials typically used in furniture and other home accents. By Rolando Y. Furniture accounted for the
majority of the export value. As more of the world's population lives in urban area's than ever before, interior
furniture is often what can best turn a crowded space into a unique home. As a result, many of its furniture
manufacturers have had to shut down their production lines as domestic consumers import furniture from
Asian manufacturers. The exceptions to this are China , which is at the very top of the list, and Vietnam,
which is the only other Asian country to even make the list at all, itself sitting at seventh place. Furniture
manufacturing in Italy Exports have been driving the Italian furniture manufacturing sector, which was
struggling after the economic crisis. The importance of the fair is also demonstrated by the number of foreign
operators visiting Milan during the Design Week , which reached over thousand in  The number of companies
in the sector decreased from  In fact, after decreasing steadily from 26 billion euros in to  Its furniture
manufacturers are mainly exporters with one goal in mind, and that is maintaining higher standards relative to
foreign companies. The effects of the aforementioned crisis are pretty evident when looking at the companies
active in the furniture manufacturing sector in Italy. Silk and cotton top the list of fabric options for home
textiles. Furthermore, some US furniture companies have gone a step even further by opening factories in
Asia, which could result in more job losses in the US still yet. As the largest EU country in the furniture
export business, it has redirected its export destinations to include Asia, North America, and the Middle East
alike. Although its furniture export growth is the greatest when compared to other large exporting countries,
the US only recently outsourced its furniture manufacture to Vietnam. Recently, the US experienced a housing
crisis, and it in turn placed the Canadian furniture industry in a bind. Its furniture exports' main single recipient
is Germany, whose purchase of Polish furniture are worth EUR 2. This compliance to higher standards made it
easy for the entry of Vietnamese furniture manufacturers into the US as trade relations between the two
countries continued to improve. Competitiveness in manufacture cost is assured with the low cost of materials
there as well. Milano, also known as Design Week, is an international furniture fair held annually in Milan and
probably the largest of its kind. The figures show that a slight recovery was achieved that year, and and
hopefully will serve as a sign of further improvements to come. Italy: export value of furniture industry
Premium Industry-specific and extensively researched technical data partially from exclusive partnerships.


